The Importance of Democracy

liberties. It is not hard to think that focusing on democracy and
political liberty is a :luxurythat a poor country "cannot afford."
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ECONOMIC NEEDS A N D POLITICAL FREEDOMS

Views such as these are presented with much frequency in international discussions. Why bother about the finesse of political freedom
gven the overpowering grossness of intense economic needs? a t
question, and related ones reflecting doubts about the urgency of
political liberty and civil rights, loomed large at the Vienna conference on human rights h ~ l din the spring of 1993,and delegates from
several countries argued against general endorsement of basic politic d and civil rights across the globe, in particular in the third world.
Rather, the focus would have to be, it was argued, on Y ~ n ~ m i c
rights" related to important material needs.
This is a well established line of analysis, and it was advocated
forcefully in Vienna by the official delegations of a number of developing countries, led by China, Singapore and other East Asian countries, but not opposed by India and the other South Asian and West
Asian countries, nor by African governments. There is, in this line
of analysis, the often repeated rhetoric: What should come firstremoving poverty and misery, or guaranteeing political liberty and
civil rights, for which poor people have little use anyway?

THE IMPORTANCE OF DEMOCRACY

v
Bordering on the Bay of Be@,
at the southern edge of Bangladesh
and of West Bengal in India, there is the Sundarban-which means
"beautiful forest." That is the natural habitat of the famous
a magdcent animal with gr%ce, speed, pow- and
Bengal
some ferocity. Relatively kw of them are left now, but the surviving tigers are protected by a hunting ban. The Sundarban is also famom for the honey it produces in large dusters of natural beehives.
The people who live in the region, desperately poor as they k ,go
into the forests to collect the honey, which fetches quite a handsome
price in the urban markets-maybe even the NP equivalent of
fifty u.S. cents per bottle. But the honey collectors also have to
escape the tigers. In a good year, only about fifty or so honey gatherers are killed by tigers, but that number can be MIY much
when things don't go so well. While the tigers are protected
ing protects the miserable human beings who cry to make a living
by
in those woods, which are deep and lovely--d
quite
perilous.
f his is just one illustration of the for& of economic needs i
third world countries. It is not hard to feel
daims, including those of polltical liberty
w&
rights. ~f poverty drives human beings to take such terrible ri*.
of
and prhaps to die terrible deaths-for a dollar or
might well be odd to concentrate on their libem and p
dam. Habeas corpus may not seem like a communicab
that context. Priority must surely be given, so the
economic needs, even if it involves
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THE PREEMINENCE O F POLITICAL
FREEDOMS A N D DEMOCRACY

:.

Is this a sensible way of approaching the problems of economic needs
and politid f r e e d o m i n terms of a basic dichotomy that appears
to undermine the relevance of political freedoms because the economic needs areso urgent?. I would argue, no, this is altogether the
wrong way to see the force of economic needs, or to understand
the salience of political freedoms. The real issues that have to be
addressed lie elsewhere, and they involve t a k G note of extemive
interconnections beoveen political freedoms and the understanding
and fi&hnent of economic needs. The connections are not only
instrumend (political freedoms can have a major role in providing
incentives and information in the solution of acute economic needs),
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but plso constructive. OW conceptualization of economic needs dec-dy on open public debates and diicussions, the guuanrequires insistence on basic political liband civil
teeing of
rights.
w e that the intensity of economic needs adds tc-rather
I
from--the urgency of political freedoms. There are
than
thm different considerations that take us in the direction of a gmpre-ence
of basic political and liberal righ*i:
their
impo-ce
in human living associated with basic
(includingthat of political and social parridpation);
+) their fns-tal
role in enhancing the hearing that people
ger in expressing and supporting theit claims to politica1 attention
(iduding the daims of economic needs);
3 ) their c-mctive
role in the conceptualization of "needsn (induding the
of "economic needs"
),

~h~ differentconsiderationswill be discussed presently, but first
haw to d
e the arguments presented by those who see a real
liberty and democratic rights, on the one
heen
hand, and the fulfillment of basic economic needs, on the 0 t h
ARGUMENTS AGAINST POLITICAL
FREEDOMS AND C ~ V I LRIGHTS

,

%opposition to democracies and basic civil and pol
developing countries comes from lhree different d
there is the claim that these freedoms and rights hamper economic
growth and development. This belief, called the Lee thesis (after Lee.
who fomdated
K&, yew,the former prime minister of
it s h c t l y ) was bridy described in c h a p 1.
Second, it has been argued that if poor people are given the
heen
having political freedoms and fululfilling economic
invariably choose the l a m So there is, by this
they
a contradiction h e e n the practice of democracy
tion: to wit, the majority view would tend to reject d m
this choice. In a different but closely related variant 0
it is &hed that the real issue is nor so m
ady
choose, but what they have reason to ch

'
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have reason to want. to eliminate, first and. foremost, economic
deprivation and misei; they have reason enough for not insisring
on political freedoms, which would get in the way of their real priorities. The preswned existence of a deep conflict between political
freedoms and the fulfillment of economic needs provides an impora n t premise in this syllogism, and in this sense, this variant of the
s ~ o n dargument is parasitic on the first (that is, on the m t h of the
Lee thesis).
Third, it has often been argued that the emphasis on political freedam, liberties a d democracy is a specifically "western* priority,
which goes, in particulaq against "Asian values," which are supposed to be more keen on order and discipline than on libe* and
fr.%iom. For example, the censorship of the press may be more
acceptable, it is argued, in an Asian society (because of its emphasis
on discipline and order) than in the West. the 1993 ~ i e n n a
ace, the foreign minister of Singapore warned that "universal recognition of the ideal of human rights can be harmful if univessalism is
used to deny or mask the reality of diversity.'' The spokesman of the
Chinese Foreign Ministry even put on record this proposition, apparently applicable in China and elsewhere in Asia: "Individuals must
put the state's r d t s before their own.".
This last argument involves an exercise in cultural interpretation,
and I shall resenre it for a later discussion: in chapter 1 0 . 3 I take up
the other two arguments now.
DEMOCRACY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

Does authoritarianism really work so well? ~t is m a i n k sue that
some relatively authoritarian states (such as South Korea, Lee's own
Singapore and post-reform C h i ) have had faster rates of economic
grad than many less authoritarian ones (including India, Costa
Rita and Jamaica). But the Lee thesis is, in fact, based on very selective and limited information, rather than on any general statistical
testing over the wide-rangingdata that are available. We carnot
really rake the high economic growth of China or South Korea in
Asia as a definitive proof that authoritarianism does better in proeconomic growth--any more than we can draw the opposite
conclusion on the basis of the fact that the f a ~ t e s t - g rfiican
~~i~~
counbry (and one of the fastest growers in the world), viz., Botswana,
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has been a oasis of democracy on that
depends on the precise circumstances.
there is rather little general evidence that authoritarian

'

b n e f i a in encowaging economic
-is
much more complex. Systematic empirical studies give no real
suppo~'tothe claim that there is a general conflict beonreen pol
freedoms and economic performance.4 The directional l i h g e seems
to depend on many other circumstances, and while some statistical
in-tions
note a weakly negative relation, others h d a m o n g l ~
+tive one. On balance, the hypothesis that there is no relation
between them in either direction is hard to reject. S i political libcay and freedom have importance of their own, the case for them
.:
remains unaffected.
~n
this context, it is also important to touch on a more ba
methodology. We must not ohly look at
sue of
c o m h o n s but, furt.hermore, examine and s c ~ t i n ' i ethe causal
procegses that are involved in economic growth and de
neeconomic policies and circumstances that led to th
'
success of h s t ~ s i a neconomies are by now reasonably well undersrood. while different empirical studies have varied in emphasis,
be
is by now a fairly agreed general list of "helpful policies" that
indudes 0p-e~~ to competition,
level of literacy and school education, successful 1
and public provision of incentives for investment,
indusmialjization.T h a is nothing whatsoever to ind
is inconsistentwith greater democracy
these
to be sustained by the elements of authoritarianism
be present in South Korea or Singapore or
l i d e m o r e , in judging ec
look only at the growth of GNP or some other
all economic expansion. We have to look also
democracy and political freedoms on the lives and capabilities of
citizens. ~t is particularly important in this context to examine
COIllle&on h e e n political and civil I&&, on
of major disasters (such as famines),on the
the
political and avil rights give people the opp
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action. Gov-ental
response to the acute sufferingof people ofien
depends on the pressure that is put on the government, and this is
where the exercise of political rights (voting, criticizing, protesting
and so' on) can make a real difference. This is a part of the =instrumentaln role of democracy and political freedoms. I shall have to
come back to this important issue again, later on in this chapter.
DO POOR PEOPLE CARE ABOUT
DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL RIGHTS?

I
now to the second question. Are the citizens of third world
countries indifferentto political and democratic rights? hi^ daim,
which is often made, is again based on too little empirical evidence
(just as the Lee thesis is). The only way of verifying this would be to
put the matter to democratic testing in free elections with freedom of
o ~ ~ o s i t i oand
n expression-precisely the things that the supporten
of authoritarianism do not allow to happen. ~tis not clear at all how
this proposition can be checked when the ordinary citizens are given
little political oppormnity to express their views on this and even less
to dispute the Aims made by the authorities in office. nedowngrading of these rights and freedoms is certainly part of the value systern of the gou-ent
leaders in many third world countries, but to
take that to be the view of the people is to beg a very bii question,
It is thus of some interest to note that when the Indiangovernmen&under hdira Gandhi's leadership, tried out a similar argument
in India, to justify the "emergency" she had misguidedly declared in
the mid-197os,. an election was called that divided the voters preU E ~ Y on this issue. In that fateful election, fought largely on the
acceptability of the "emergency," the suppression of basic political
and civil rights was firmly rejected, and the Indian electors-one of
the poorest in the world--showed itself to be no less keen on protesting against the denial of basic liberties and rights than it was in
plainkg about economic poverty. To the extent that there has been
any teshg of the proposition that poor people in general do not care
about civil and political rights, the evidence is entirely against that
claim. Similar points can be made by observing the struggle for
democratic freedoms in South Korea, Thailand, Bangladesh,
stan, Burma (or Myanmar) and elsewhere in Asia. Similarly, while
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freely and question the wisdom of government policies without
extensive censorship.7 The contrast of experiences will be discussed
further in the next chapter, which deals specifically with famines and
other crises.

political freedom is widely denied in Africa, therehave been movements and protests about that fact whenever circumstances have permitted, wen though military dictators have given few opportunities
in this respect.
What about the other variant of this argument, to wit, that the
poor have r w o n to forgo political and democratic rights in favor of
economic needs? This argument, as was noted earlier, is parasitic on
the Lee thesis. Since that thesis has little empirical support, the syllogism cannot sustain the argument.

CONSTRUCTIVE ROLE O F POLITICAL FREEDOM

INSTRUMENTAL IMPORTANCE O F POLITICAL FREEDOM

I turn now from the negative criticisms of political rights to their
positive value. The importance of political freedom as a part of basic
capabilities lias already been discussed in the earlier chapters. We
have reason to value liberty &d freedom of expression and action in
our lives, and it is not unreasonable for human beings-the social
creaturesthat we a r c t o value unrestrained participation in political
and social activities. Also, informed and unregimented formation of
our values requires openness of communication and arguments, and
political freedoms and civil rights can be central for this process.
Furthermore, to express publicly what we value and to demand that
atrention be paid to it, we need free speech and democratic choice.
When we move from the direct importance of political freedom to
its instrumental role, we have to consider the political incentives that
operate on governments and on the persons and groups that are in
office. The rulers have the incentive to listen to what people want if
they have to face their criticism and seek their support in elections.
As was noted earlier, no substantial.faminehas ever occurred in any
independent country with a democratic form of government and a
relatively free press.6 Famines have occurred in ancient kingdoms
and contemporary authoritarian societies, in primitive tribal communities and in modern technocratic dictatorships, in colonial economies run by imperialists from the north and in newly independent
countries of the sourh run by despotic national leaders or by intolerant single parties. But they have never materialized in any country
that is independent, that goes to elections regularly, that has opposition parties to voice criticisms and that permits newspapers to report
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The instrumental roles of political freedoms and civil rights can be
very substantial, but the connection between economic needs and
political freedoms may have a conserrtctive aspen as well. The exercise of basic political rights makes it more likely not only that there
would be a policy response to economic needs, but also that the
conceptualization-including comprehension-of "economic needs"
itself may require the exercise of such rights. It can indeed be argued
that a proper understanding of what economic needs are-their content and their force-requires discussion and exchange. Political and
civil rights, especially those related to the guaranteeing of open discussion, debate, critiasm, and dissent, are central to the processes of
generating informed and reflected choices. These processes are crucial to the formation of values and priorities, and we cannot, in general, take preferences as given independently of public discussion,
that is, irrespective of whether open debates and interchanges are
permitted or not.
The reach and e£fectivmessof open dialogue are o f m underestimated in assessing social and political problems. For example, public
discussion has an important role to play in reducing the high rates of
fertility that characterize many developkg countries. There is, in
fact, much evidence that the sharp decline in fertility rates that has
takm place in the more literate states in India has been much i d u enced by public discussion of the bad effects of high fertility r a t s
especially on the lives of young women, and also on the community
at large. If the view has emerged in, say, Kerala or Tamil Nadu that a
happy family in the modern age is a small family, much discussion
and debate have gone into thefonnation of these perspectives. Kerala now has a fertility rate of 1.7 (similar to that in Britain and
France, and well below China's ~ g )and
, this has been achieved with
no coercion, but mainly through the emergence of new valueprocess in which political and social dialogues have played a major
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part. The high level of literacy of the Kerala population, especially
female literacy, which is higher than that of every proviace of China,
has greatly contributed to making such social and political dialogues
possible (more on this in the next chapter).
Miseries and deprivations can be of various ! & h o m e more
amenable to social remedy than others. The totality of the human
predicament would be a gross basis for identifying our "needs." For
example, there are many things that we might have good reason to
could even want immortality, as
value if they were feasibl-we
Maitreyee did. Bur we don't see them as 'needs." Our conception of
needs relates to our ideas of the preventable nature of some depravations, and to our understanding of what can be done about them. In
the formation of these understandings and beliefs, public discussions
play a crucial role. Political rights, including freedom of expression
and discussion, are not only pivotal in inducing social responses to
economic needs, they are also central to the con~ptualizationof economic needs themselves.

tions in health care, education, and social environment of African
Americans in the United States help to make their mortality rates
exceptionally high (as discussed in chapters I and 4), and this is evidently not prevented by the working of American democracy. Democracy has to be seen as creating a set of opportunities, and the use of
these opportunities calls for analysis of a different kind, dealing with
the practr'ce of democratic and political r~&ts.In this respect, the low
percentage of voting in American elections, especially by African
Americans, and other signs of apathy and alienation, c a ~ o be
t
ignored. Democracy does not serve as an automatic remedy of ailments as quinine works to remedy malaria. The opportunity it opens
up has to be positively grabbed in order to achieve the desired effect.
This is, of course, a basic feature of freedoms in general-much
depends on how freedoms are actually exercised.

WORKING OF DEMOCRACY

The achievements of democracy depend not only on the rules and
procedures that are adopted and safeguarded, but also on the way
the oppormnities are used by the citizens. Fidel Valdez Ramos, the
former president of the Philippines, put the point with great clarity in
a November 1998 speech at the Australian National ~nive'nity:

The inttinsic relevance, the protective role and the constructive
importance of democracy can indeed be very extensive. Howeveq in
presenting these arguments on the advantages of democracies, there
is a danger of overselling their effectiveness. As was mentioned earlier, political freedoms and l i b d e s are permissive advantages, and
their effectiveness would depend on how they are exercised. Democracy has been especially successful in preventing those disasters that
are easy to understand and where sympathy can take a particularly
immediate form. Many other problems are not quite so accessible.
For example, India's success in eradicating famines is not matched by
that in e h k t i n g regular undernutrition, or curing persistent fiteracy, or inequalities in gender relations (as was discussed in chapter 4).While the plight of famine victims is easy to politicize, these
other deprivations call for deeper analysis and more effective use of
communication and political participation-in short, h k r practice
of democracy.
Inadequacy of practice applies a h to some failings in more
mature democracies as well. For example, the extraordinary depriva+

THE PRACTICE OF DEMOCRACY
AND THE ROLE OF OPPOSITION

Under dictatorial rule, people need not think-need not
choos+need not make up their minds or give their consent.
All they need to do is to follow. This has been a bitter lesson
learned from Philippine political experience of not so long ago.
By contrast, a democracy cannot survive without civic
virtue. . .The political challenge for people around the world
today is not just to replace authoritarian regimes by democratic ones. Beyond this, it is to make democracy work for
ordinary people.'

.

;

i

Democracy does create this opportunity, which relates both to its
"instrumental importance" and to its "constructive role." But with
what strength such opportunities are seized depends on a variety of
factors, indudmg the vigor of multiparty politics as well as the
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dynamism of moral arguments and of value formation.9 For example,
in India the priority of preventing starvation and famine was already
fully grasped at the time of independence (as it had been in Ireland as
A,with its own experience of famine under British rule). The activism of political participants was very effective in preventing famines
and in sharply condemning governments for allowing open starvation to OCCU,I and the quickness and force of this process made preventing such calamities an inescapable priority of every government.
And yet successive opposition parties have been quite docile in not
condemning widespread illiteracy, or the prevalence of non-extreme
but serious undernourishment (especially among the children), or the
faidwe to implement land reform programs legislated earlier. This docility of opposition has permitted successive governments to get away
with unconscionable neglect of these vital matters of public policy.
In fut, the activism of opposition parries is an important force in
nondemocratic societies as well as democratic ones. It can, for example,
Lx argued that despite the lack of democratic guarantees, the vigor and
persistence of opposition in pre-democratic South Korea and even in
h&s
Chile (against heavy odds)were indirectly efkctive in those
countries' governance even before democracy was restored. Many of
the sociapmgrams that served these counties well were at least partly
aimed at reducing the appeal of the opposition, and in this way, the
opposition had some eEectiveness even before coming to &.TO
Another such area is the persistence of gender inequality, which
too requires forceful engagement, involving critique as well as pointers to reform. Indeed, as these neglected issues come into public
debates and confrontations, the authorities have to provide some
response. In a democracy, people tend to get what they demand, and
more crucially, do not typically get what they do not demand. Two of
the neglected areas of social oppormniry in India--gender equity and
elementary educationare now receiving more attention from the
opposition parties, and as a result, from the legislative and executive
authorities as well. While the h a l results will emerge only in the
future, we cannot ignore the various moves that a~ already being
made (including proposed legislation that would q u i r e that at least
a third of the members of Indian parliament must be women, and a
schooling program that would extend the nght to elementary education to a substantially larger group of children).

1
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In fact, it can be argued that the contribution of democracy in
India has not, by any means, been confined to the prevention of economic disasters, such as famiines. Despite the limits of its practice,
democracy has given India some stability and security about which
many people were very pessimistic as the country became independent in 1947.India had, then,-an untried government, an undigested
partition and unclear political alignments, combined with widespread communal violence and social disorder. It was hard to have
faith in the future of a united and democratic India. And yet half
a century later we find a democracy that has, taking the rough with
the smooth, worked fairly well. Political differences have largely
been tackled within the constitutional procedures. Governments
have risen and fallen accordmg to electoral aid parliamentary rules.
India, an ungainly, unlikely, inelegant combination of differences,
survives and functions remarkably. well as a political &it with a
democratic system-indeed held together by its working democracy.
India has also survived the tremendous challenge of having a viriety of major languages and a spectrum of religionextraordinary heterogeneity of religion and culture. Religious and communal
differences are, of course, vulnerable to exploitation by sectarian politicians, and have indeed been so used on several occasions (including
in recent years), causing much consternation in the counuy. But the
fact that such consternation greets sectarian violence, and that most
of the substantial sections of the nation condemn such deeds, provides ultimately the main democratic guarantee against the narrowly
factional exploitation of sectarianism. This is essential for the survival and prosperity of a country as remarkably varied as India,
which may have a Hindu majority, but which is also the third largest
Muslim country in the world, in which millions of ~hristians,along
with most of the world's Sikhs, Parsees, and Jains, live.
A CONCLUDING REMARK

Developing and strengthening a democratic system is an essential
component of the process of development. The significance of
democracy hes, I have argued, in three distinct virtues: (I)its intrinsic importance, (2) its inshumenrul contributions, and (3) its constructive role in the creation of varws and norms. No evaluation of
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the democratic form of governance can be complete without consideriug each.
Despite their limitations, political freedoms and civil rights are
used effectively often enough. Even in those fields in which they have
not yet been very effective, the opportunity exists for making them
effective. The permissive role of political and civil rights (in allowingindeed in encouraging-open discussions and debates, participatory
politics and unp-ted
opposition) applies over a very wide domain, even though it has been more effective in some areas than in
others. Its demonstrated usefulness in preventing economic disasters
is itself quite important. When t h i i go fine and everything is routinely good, this role of democracy may not be badly missed. But it
comes into its own when dungs get fouled up, for one season or
another (for example, the recent financial crisis in East and Southeast
Asia that disrupted several economies and left many people destitute). The political incentives provided by dhocratic governance
acquire great practical value at that time.
However, while we must acknowledge the importance of democratic institutions, they cannot be viewed as mechanical devices for
development. Their use is conditioned by our values and priorities,
and by the use we make of the available o p p o d t i e s of articulation
and participation. The role of organized opposition groups is particularly important in this context.
Public debates and discussions, permitted by political freedoms
and civil rights, can also play a major part in the formation of values.
Indeed, even the identification of needs cannot but be influenced by
the nature of public participation and dialogue. Not only is the force
of public discussion one of the correlates of democracy, with an ,
extensive reach, but its cultivation can also make democracy its&
function better. For example, more informed and less marginalid.
public discussion of environmental issues may not only be good fbr!
the environment; it could also be important to the health and func-.
tioning of the democratic system itse1f.11
Just as it is important to emphasize the need for democracy,
also crucial to safeguard the conditions and circumstances
ensure the range and reach of the democratic process. Valuabl
democracy is as a major source of social opportunity (a reco
that may call for vigorous defense), there is also the need to
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ways and means of making it function well, to realize its potentials.
The achievement of social justice depends not only on institutional
forms (includingdemocratic rules and regulations), but also on effective practice. I have presented reasons for taking the issue of practice
to be of central importance in the contributions that can be expected
from civil rights and political freedoms. This is a challenge that is
faced both by well-established democracies such as the United States
(especiallywith the differential participation of diverse racial groups)
and by newer democracies. There are shared problems as well as disparate ones.

Famines and Other Crises

FAMINES AND OTHER CRISES

We live in a world with widespread hunger and undernourishment
and frequent famines. It is often assumed-if only implicitly-that
we can do little to remedy these desperate situations. It is also presumed, frequently enough, that these maladies may actually get
worse in the long run, especially with the growth of world population. Tacit pessimism often dominates international reactions to
these miseries in the world today. This perceived lack of freedom to
remedy hunge~can itself lead to fatalism and the absence of serious
attempts to remedy the miseries that we see.
There is little factual basis for such pessimism, nor are there any
cogent grounds for assuming the immutability of hunger and deprivation. Appropriate policies and actions can indeed eradicate the
terrible problems of hunger in the modern world. Based on recent
economic, political and social analyses, it is, I believe, possible to
identify the measures that can bring about the elimination of famines
and a radical reduction in chronic undernourishment. What is important at this timeis to make policies and programs draw on the lessons
that have emerged from analytical investigations and empirical
studies.1

This chapter is particularly concerned with famines and other
vansient "crises," which may or may not include open starvation,
but do involve a sudden emption of severe deprivation for a con- ;
siderable section of the population (for example, in the recent East ,
and Southeast Asian economic crises). Famines and crises of this k c , '
have to be distinguished from problems of endemic hunger and
poverty that may lead to persistent suffering but do not include any i
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fresh explosion of ext-erne deprivation that suddenly engulfs a portion of the people. Even in analyzing endemic undernourishment and
persistent, long-run deprivation later on in this study (mainly in
chapter g), I shall draw on some of the concepts that the study of
famines will yield (in this chapter).
For the elimination of hunger in the modem world, it is crucial to
undemtand the causation of famimes in an adequately broad way, and
not just in terms of some mechanical balance between food and
population. What is crucial in analyzing hunger is the substantive
freedom of the individual and the famiiy to establish ownership over
an adequate amount of food, which can be done either by growing
the food oneself (aspeasants do), or by buying it in the market (as the
nongrowers of food do). A person may be forced into starvation even
when there is plenty of food around if he loses his ability to buy food
in the market, through a loss of income (for example, due to unemployment or the collapse of the market for goods that he produces
and sells to earn a living). On the other side, even when food supply
falls sharply in a country or a region, everyone can be saved from
starvation by a better sharing of the available food (for example,
through creating additional employment and income for the potential famine victims). This can be supplemented and made more effective by getting food from abroad, but many threatening famines have
been prevented even without thataimply through a 'more equal
sharing of the reduced domestic supply of food. Thefocus has to be
on the economic power and substantive freedom of individuals and
families to buy enough food, and not just on the quantum of food in
the country in question.
There is need for economic and political analyses,here, as there
also is for having a fuller understanding of crises and disasters other
than famines. A good example is the kind of predicament that some
countries in East Asia and Southeast Asia have recently experienced.
In these crises, as in famines, some sections of the population have
lost their economic entitlements with unexpected suddenness. The
speed and sheer intardy of deprivation in these crises (and also, typically, the unexpectedness of the disasters)differ from the more 'regular" phenomenon of general poverty, in the same way that famines
differ from endemic hunge~
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ENTITLEMENT AND INTERDEPENDENCE

Hunger relates not only to food production and agricultural expansion, but also to the functioning of the entire economy and-even
more broadly--the operation of the political and social arrangements
that can, directly or indirectly, influence people's ability to acquire
food and to achieve health and nourishment. Furthermore, while
much can be done through sensiblegovernment policy, it is important
to integrate the role of the government with the e f i e n t functioning of 0th economic and sonal institutions-varying from aade,
commerce and the markets to active functioning of political parties,
nongovernmental organizations, and htitutions that sustain and
facilitate informed public discussion, including effective news media.
Undernourishment, starvation and famine are influenced by the
working of the entire economy and society-ot
just food production and agricultural activities. It is crucial to take adequate note of
the economic and social interdependences that govern the incidence
of hunger in the contemporary world. Food is not distributed in the
economy through chanty or some system of automatic sharing. The
ability to acquire food has to be earned. What we have to concentrate
on is not the total food supply in the economy but the "entitlement"
that each person enjoys: the commodities over which she can establish her ownership and wmmand. People suffer from hunger when
they cannot establish their entitlement over an adequate amount of
food.'
What determines a family's entitlement? It depends on various
distinct influences. First, there is the endowment: the ownershp over
productive resources as well as wealth that commands a price in the
market. For much of humanity the only endowment that is at all significant is labor power. The majority of the world's people have little
resource other than labor power, which may come combined with a
variable amount of skill and experience. But in general, laboq land
and other resources make up the basket of assets.
Second, an important influence consists of produdon possibilities and their use. This is where technology comes in: available technology determines the production possibilities, which are i d u e n d
by available knowledge as well as the ability of the people to marsh&
that knowledge and to make actual use of it.
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In generating entitlements, the endowment in the form of land
and labor may be directly used to produce food--as in the case of
agriculture. 0 2 alternatively, a family or an individual may acquire
the ability to buy food by getting a wage income. This will depend on
employment opportunities and the prevailing wage rates. These too
depend on production possibilities-in agriculture, industry and
other activities. Most people in the world do not directly produce
food, but earn their ability to get food by getting employment in the
production of other commodities, which may vary from cash crops,
to craft products, to industrial goods, to sundry services, and involve
a variety of occupations. These interdependences may be very central
to the analysis of famines, since substantial numbers of people may
lose the ability to command food Mcause of problems in the production of other goods, rather than food as such.
Third, much would depend on the exchange conditions: the
ability to sell and buy goods and the determination of relative prices
of different products (for example, craft products vis-h-vis staple
food). Given the central-indeed unique-importance of labor power
as an endowment for much of humanity, it is crucial to pay attention
to the operation of the labor markets. Does a job seeker find employment at the prevailing wages? Also, can craftsmen and service
providers manage to sell what they try to sell?At what relative prices
(vis-i-visthe price of food in the market)?
These exchange conditions can change dramatically in an economic emergency, leading to the threat of a famine. These shifts can
occur very rapidly as a result of a variety of influences. There have
been famines associated with sharp changes in relative prices of products (or of wage rate vis-h-vis the price of food) due to quite distinct
causes, such as a drought, or a flood, or a general shortfall of employment, or an uneven boom that raises the income of some but not of
others, or even an exaggerated fear of food shortage that drives the
food prices temporarily up, causing havoc.3
In an economic crisis, some services may be hit much harder than
others. For example, during the 1943 Bengal famine, the exchange
rates between food and the products of particular types altered radically. Other than the wage-food-price ratio, there were big shifts in
the relative prices of fish vis-8-vis food grains, and Bengali fishermen
were among the worst-affected occupational groups in the 1943
famine. Of course fish is food too, but it is high-quality food, and the
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poor fishermen have to sell fish to be able to buy chesper calories in
staple foods (in Bengal, this mostly takes the form of rice) to be able
to get enough calories to sumve. The equilibrium of survival is sustained by this wcchange, and a sudden fall in the relative price of fish
vis-a-vis rice can devastate this equilibrium.4
Many other occupations are also acutely vherable to s h i i in
relative prices and sales proceeds. Take a job like haircutting. Barbers
are hit by two sets of problems in a period of economic crisis: (I) in
situations of distress people find it quite easy to postpone having
their hair cut-so that the demand for the product of the barber may
fall sharply; and (2) on top of this "quantityn d d i , there is also a
sharp fall in relative price of haircutting: during the 1943 Bengal
famine, the rate of exchange between haircutting and staple food fell
in some districts by 70 or 80 percent. So the barbersalready poor
as they are--went to the wall, as did many other occupational
groups. All this happened with very little overall decline in food output or aggregate supply. The combition of greater purchasing
power of the urban population (who had benefited from the war
boom) and k a r t 3 speculative withdrawal of food from the markets
helped to generate starvation through a sharp distributional change.
Understanding the causation of hunger and starvation calls for an
analysis of the entire economic mechanism, not just an accounting of
food output and supply.5
FAMINE CAUSATION

Entitlement failures that lead to famines can arise from a variety of
causes. In attempting to remedy famines, and even more, to prevent
them, this diversity of causal antecedence has to be kept in view.
Famines reflect a shared predicament, but not necessarily a shared
causation.
For those who do not themselves produce food (for example,
industrial workers or service providers), or do not own the food they
produce (for example, agricultural wage laborers), the ability to
acquire food in the market depends on their earnings, the pr+
food prices, and their nonfood necessary expenditures. Their ability
to get food depends on economic cirmmstance. employment atid
wage rates for wage laborers, production of other commodities a d ,
their prices for craftsmen and service-providers, and so on.
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Even for thosewho do produce food themselves, while their entitlements depend on their individual food output, there is no similar
output
I
of food, on which many famine
dependence on the M ~ ~ O M
studies standardly concentrate. Also, sometimes people have to sell
expensive foods such as animal products to buy cheaper calories
from food grains, as poor pastoral people often do: for example,
animal-rearing nomads in the Sahel and in the horn of Africa. The
exchange-dependence of the African pastoralist in having to sell animal products including meat to buy cheap calories from staple food
is rather similar to that of the Bengali fishemen, discussed earlier, in
having to sell fish t o buy cheaper calories from rice. These fragile
exchange equilibria can be ruptured by shifts in exchange rates. A fall
in the price of animal products vis-i-vis food grains can spell disaster
for these pastoral people. Some African famines with a strong pastoral component have involved a process of this kind. A drought can
lead to a fall in the relative price of animal products (even meat) visi-vis traditionally cheaper food, since people often shift the pattern
of their consumption against expensive food (such as meat) and nonnecessities (such as leather goods) in a situation of economic distress.
This change in relative prices can make it impossible for the pastoralists to buy enough staple food to survive.6
Famines can occur even without any decline in f o ~ dproduction
or availability. A laborer may be reduced to starvation through
unemployment, combined with the absence of a social security system of safety nets (sucL as unemployment insurance). This can easily
happen, and indeed even a large famine can actually occur, despite a
lugh and undiminished general level of food availability-perhaps
even a "peak" level of food availability-in the economy as a whole.
One example of a famine despite peak food availability is the
Bangladesh famine of 1974.7 This occurred in a year of greater food
availability per head than in any other year between 1971 and 1976
(see figure 7.1). The starvation was initiated by regional unemployment caused by floods, which affected food output many months
later when the reduced crop was harvested (mainly, around December); but the famine occurred earlier than that and was over well
before the affected crop matured. The floods led to immediate
income deprivation of rural laborers in the summer of 1974; they lost
the wages that they would have earned from the transplanting of rice
and related activities, and that would have given them the means to
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Source: Amnnya Sm, Parnry and Famines ((Mod:Oxford Univuiaq Press,
1981),tabk 9.5. The fnminc'occumdin 1974.

acquire food. The local starvation and panic were followed by more
widespread hunger, reinforced by a nervous food market and a steep
rise in food prices as a result of exaggerated expectation of fume
food shortage. .The fume shortage was overestimated and to some
extent manipulated, and the price rise was followed later on by a
downwardprice cormtion.8 But by that time the famine had already
taken its heavy toll.
Even when a famine is associated with a decline in f w d production (as it clearly was in the case of the Chinese famine of 1958-1961
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or in the Irish famines in the 18409), we still have to go beyond
the output statistics to explain why it is that some parts of the population get wiped out, while the rest do just fine. Famines survive by
divide-and-rule. For example, a group of peasants may suffer entitlement losses when food output in their territory declines, perhaps due
to a local drought, even when there is no general dearth of food in
the country. The victims would not have the means to buy food
from elsewhere, since they would not have anything much to sell to
earn an income, given their own production loss. Others with more
secure earnings in other occupations or in other locations may be
able to get by well enough by purchasing food from elsewhere. Something very like this happened in the Wollo famine in Ethiopia in
1973,with impoverished residents of the province of Wollo unable
to buy food, despite the fact that food,prices in Dessie (the capital
of Wollo) were no higher than in Addis Ababa and Asmara. Indeed,
there is evidence of some food moving out of Wollo to the more prosperous regions of Ethiopia, where people had more income to buy
food.
Or, to take a different type of case, food prices may shoot up
because of the increased purchasing power of some occupational
groups, and as a result others who have to buy food may be ruined
because the real purchasing power of their money incomes may have
shrunk sharply. Such a famiie may occur without any decline in food
output, resulting as it does from a rise in competing demand rather
than a fall in total supply. This is what started off the famine in Bengal in 1943 (discussed earlier), with urban dwellers gaining from the
"war boomn-the Japanese army was around the corner and the
Brinsh and Indian defense expenditures were heavy in urban Bengal,
including Calcutta. Once the rice prices started moving up sharply,
public panic as well as manipulative speculation played its part
in pushing the prices sky h i beyond the reach of a substantial
part of the population of rural Bengal:. The Devil, then, took the
hindmost."
05 to take yet a different type of case, some workers may h d
their "occupations gone,'n as the economy changes and the types and
locationi of gainful activities shift. This has happened, for example,
in sub-Saharan Africa, with changing environmental and climatic
conditions. Erstwhile productive workers may then be without work
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small. Thus the costs of such public action for famine prevention are
typically rather modest even for poor countries, provided they make
systematic and efficient arrangements in good time.
Just to get an idea of the magnitudes involved, if potential famine
victims constitute, say, 10percent of the total population of the country (they usually affect a much smaller proportion than that), the
share of total income going to these typically poor people would not
in normal circumstances exceed, say, about 3 percent of the GNP.
Their normal share of food consumption may also, typically, not be
greater than 4 or 5 percent of the national food consumption. Thus
the resources needed to re-create their entire income, or to resupply
their entire normal food consumption, starting from zero, do not
have to be very large provided the preventive measures are efficiently
organized. Of course, famine victims typically have some resources
left (SO that their entitlements do not have to be re-created from
zero), and the net resource requirement can thus be even smaller.
Also, a good deal of the mortality associated with famines results
from diseases unleashed by debilitation, breakdown of sanitary
arrangements, population movemmts, and infectious spread of diseases endemic in the region.15 These too can be sharply reduced
through sensible public action involving epidemic control and communal health arrangements. In this field too, the returns on small
amounts of well-pla~edpublic expenditure can be very large indeed.
Famine prevention is very dependent on the political arrangements for entitlement protection. In the richer countries, such protection is provided by antipoverty programs and unemployment
insurance. Most developing countries do not have any general system
of w&iployment iqsurance, but some of them do provide emergency
public employment at times of massive loss of employment caused by
natural or non-natural disasters. Compensatory government expenditure in creating employment can help to avert a threatening famine very effectively. Indeed, this is the way potential famines have
been prevented from occurring in India since independence-mainly
through countervailing employment creation. For example, in 1973
in Maharashtra, to compensate for the loss of employment associated witha severe drought, 5 million temporary jobs were created,
which is really a very large number (when account is taken of the
workers' family members too). The results were extraordinary: no

or earnings, and in the absence of social security systems, there
would not be anything else to fall back on.
In some other cases, the loss of gainful employment can be a temporary phenomenon, with powerful effects in initiating a famine. For
.%ample, in the Bangladesh famine of 1974, the first signs of distress
were found among the landless rural laborers, after the summer
floods, which disrupted the employment of labor for transplanting
rice. These laborers, who led a hand-to-mouth existence, were forced
to starve as a result of the loss of wage employment, and this phenomenon occurred much before the crop that was adversely affected
was to be harvested.'*
Famines are highly divisive phenomena. Attempts to understand
them in terms of average food availability per head can be hopelessly
misleading. It is rare to find a famine that afkcted more than 5 or 10
percent of the population. There are, to be sure, alleged accounts of
famines in which nearly everyone in a country had to go hungry. But
most of these anecdotes do not bear much scrutiny. For example, the
authoritative Encydopae& Bntannica, in its vintage eleventh edition, refers to the Indian famine of 1344-1345 as one in which even
"the Moghul emperor was unable to obtain the necessaries for his
household."^^ But that story runs into some problems. It is sad to
have to report that the Moghul empire in India was not established
untilr~z6.Perhaps more important, the Tughlak emperor in power
in 1344-134s-Mohammad
Bin Tughlak--not only had no great
difficulty in securing necessaries for his household, but also had
enough means to organize one of the more illustrious programs of
famine relief in history.14 The anecdotes of unified starvation do not
tally with the reality of divided fortunes.
FAMINE PREVENTION

S i famines are associated with the loss of entitlements of one or
more occupational groups in particular regions, the resulting starvation can be prevented by systematically re-creating a minimum level
of incomes and entitlements for those who are hir by economic
changes. The numbers involved, while often absolutely large, are
usually small fractions of the total population, and the minimum levels of purchasing power needed to ward off starvation can be quite
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s&cant rise in mortality at all, and wen nogreat deterioration of
the number of undernourished people, despite a dramatic d d i e (in
many areas 70 percent or more) in food production over a vast
region.

FAMINE AND ALIENATION
The political economy of famine causation and prevention involves
institutions and organizations, but it depends, in addition, on petceptions and understandings that accompany the exercise of power
and authority. It depends particularly on the alienation of the rulers
from those ruled. Even when the immediate causation of a famine is
quite different from this, the social or political distance between the
governors and the governed can play a crucial role in the nonprevention of the famine.
It is useful, in this context, to wnsider the famines of the 1840s
that devastated M a n d about 150 years ago, killing a hgher proportion of the population than any other famine anywhere in recorded
history.16 The famine also changed the nature of Ireland in a decisive
way. It led to a level of emigration-even under the most terrible wnditions of voyage--that has hardly been seen anywhere else in the
world.17 The Irish population even today is very substantially smaller
than it was in 1845 when the famine began.
What did cause this calamity, then? In George Bernard Shaw's
Man and Sup-n,
Mr. Mdone, a rich Irish American, refuses to
describe the Irish famines of the 1840s as "famine." He tells his
English daughter-in-law, Violet, that his father *died of starvation in
the black 47." When Violet asks, "The famine?" Malone replies:
"No, the starvation. When a country is full of food and exporting it,
there can be no famine."
There are several things wrong with Malone's spiked statement.
It is certainly true that food was being e x p o d from famished Ireland to prosperous England, but it is not true that Ireland was f
d
of food (indeed, the coexistence of hunger and food exports is a
common phenomenon in many famines). Also, while the expressions8
"starve" and "starvation" can certainly be taken in their old, p m ,
active sense-now largely defunc-of making people go without;
food, in particular cuuszng their death from hunger, it is hard to deny'
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that there was a famine (as the term is commonly understood) in Ireland at that time.
Malone was making a different--and rather profound-point,
admittedly with some literary license. The focal issue concerns the
role of human agency in causing and sustaining famines.If the Irish
famines were entirely preventable, and in particular, if those in public authority could have prevented them, then the charge of "starving" the Irish would have perspicuity enough. The accusing finger
cannot but point to the role of public policy in preventing or not preventing famines, and to the political, social, and cultural influences
that determine public policy. The policy issues to be examined concern acts of omission as well as of commission. Since famines have
wntinued to occur in different countries even in the modem world of
unprecedented overall prosperity, questions of public policies and
their effectiveness remain as relevant today as they were 150 years
ago.
Turning first to the more immediate reasons for the Irish famines,
there dearly was, in this case, a reduction in the food output in Ireland, mainly because of a potato blight. However, the role of overall
food supply in generating that famine can be assessed in different
ways depending on the coverage of our food statistics. Much depends
Cormac 0
on the area over which food output is considered.
Grada has pointed out, if the food output and supply over the entire
United K i d o m are considered, then there were no crises of food
output or supply, in contrast with what happened specifically in Ireland.18 Certainly food could have moved from Britain to Ireland if
the Irish wuldhave afforded to purchase it. The fact that this did not
happen, and exactly the opposite occurred, relates to the poverty of
Ireland and to the economic deprivation of the Irish victims. As Terry
Eagleton puts it in his forceful literary treatment of the Irish famines,
Heathcliff and the Great Hunger: "In this sense it can be reasonably
claimed that the Irish did not die simply for lack of food, but because
they largely lacked the funds to purchase food which was present in
abundance in the kingdom as a whole, but which was not sufficiently
available to .them."lg
In analyzing the causation of famines, it is important to study the
general prevalence of poverty in the country or region involved. In
the case of Ireland, the poverty of the Irish in general and the modest
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size of their assets made them specially vulnerable to the economic
decline that occurred with the blight.= In that context, focus has to
be placed not only on the endemic poverty of the people involved,
but also on the special vulnerability of those whose entitlements are
particularly fragile when there arc economic changes.21 It is the general defenselessness of the very poor, combined with additional misfortunes ueated by economic variations, that produces thevictims of
drastic starvation. The small Irish growers of potatoes were seve
hit by the blight, and through the increase in the price of food, others
I
were too.
As far as food itself is concerned, far from there being a
atic import of food into Ireland to break the famine, there was (as
mentioned earlier) the opposite movement: theexport of food from
Ireland to England (especially of food of a somewhat higher
Such a 'food countermovementn is not altogether rare in
-the
so-called slump famines-in which there is an overall
slump in the economy, which makes the purchasing ability of the
consumers go down sharply, and the available food supply (reduced
as it is) fetches a better price elsewhere. Such food co
happened, for example, in the Wollo famine in Ethiopia in 1973
mentioned earlier. Residents of that province were unable to buy
food, despite the fact that food prices there were no higher-often
substantially lower-than elsewhere in
been shown that food was moving out of Wollo to
ous regions of Ethiopia where people had more income and thus had :
greater ability to buy food."
This did happen on quite a large scale in Ire1
with wheat, oats, cattle, pigs, eggs, ind
when ship after +p-laden
butteraailed down the Shannon bound for
famine-stricken Ireland. The export of food from Ireland to England
at the height of the famine has been a subject of great bitterness in i
Ireland, and even today continues to influence the complex mistrust ;
between England and Ireland.
There is no great economic mystery behind the movement of food :.
from Ireland to England during the Iri
would always encourage movement of
could afford to pay a h i i e r price for it. T
could do just that, compared with what the
:

:
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do. Similarly, in 1973, the residents of Addis Ababa could buy food
that the starving miretches in Wollo could not afford.
One must not jump from this to the conclusion that stopping market transactions would be the right way to halt a famine. In some specia1 cases, such a stoppage can serve a limited goal (it could have
helped Irishconsumers ifthe food countermovement to England had
been restrained), but in general that would still leave untouched the
basic problem of the poverty and destitution of the famine victims.
To change that, more positive policies would be needed-not the
purely negative one of banning market transactions of certain kinds.
Indeed, with positive policies of regenerating the lost incomes of the
destitute (for example, through public employment programs), the
food countermovement could have automatically been reduced or
stopped, since the domestic purchasers could have commanded food
more affluently.
We know, of course, that very little help was provided by the government of the United Kingdom to alleviate the destitution and starvation of the Irish through the period of the fanme. There have been
similar occurrences in the empire, but Ireland was distinguished in
being part of the British Isles itself. This is where nrltural alienation,
as opposed to purely political asymmetry, is of some significance
(though cultural alienation is "political" as well, in a broad sense).
In this context, it is important to bear in mind the fact that by
the 184os, when the Irish famine occurred, an-extensivesystem of
poverty relief was fairly well established in Britain, as far as Britain
itself was concerned. England too had its share of the pool; and even
the life of the employed English worker was far from prosperous
(indeed, the year 1845, when the sequence of Irishfamines began,
was also the year in which Friedrich Engels's classic indictment of the
poverty and economic misery of Ehglish workers, The Conditions
of the Working C h s in England, was published). But there was
still some political commitment to prevent open starvation within
England. A similar commitment did not apply to the empire--not
even to Ireland. Even the Poor Laws gave the English destitute substantially more rights than the Irish destitute got from the more anemic Poor Laws that were instituted for Ireland.
Indeed, as Joel Mokyr has noted, "Ireland was considered by
Britain as an alien and even hostile nation."z3 This estrangement
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afkcted many aspects of Irish-British relations: For one thing, as
Mokyr notes, it discouraged British capital investment in Ireland. But
most relevantly in the present context, there was a relative inWerence to famines and suffering in Ireland and less determination in
London to prevent Irish destitution and starvation. Richard Ned
Lebow has argued that while poverty in Britain was typically amibuted to economic change and fluctuations, poverty in Ireland was
viewed as being caused by laziness, indi&ence and ineptitude, so
that "Britain's missionn was seen not as one "to alleviate Irish diseess but to civilize her people and to lead them to feel and act like
human beings."- This may be a somewhat exaggerated view, but it
is hard to chid that famines like those in Ireland in the 1840s would
have been at all allowed to occur in Britain.
In looking behind the social and cultural influences that shape
public policy and that in this case allowed the famines to occur, it is
important to appreciate the sense of dissociatioa and superiority that
characterized the British attitude toward the Irish. The cultural roots
of the Irish famines extend as far back as Edmund Spenser's The
, perhaps even earlier. The
Faerie Qucene (published in r ~ g o ) and
tendency to blame the victims, plentiful in The Faerie Queene itself,
survived through the famines of the 184os, and the Irisb taste for
potatoes was added to the list of the calamities that the natives had,
in the English view, brought on themselves.
The conviction of cultural superiority merges well with the asymmetry of political power.'$ Winston Churchill's famous remark that
the Bengal famine of 1943, which was the last famine in British India
(and also the last famine in India altogether), was caused by the tendency of the natives to breed "like rabbits" belongs to this general
tradition of blaming the colonial subject; it nicely supplemented
Churchill's other belief that Indians were "the beastliest people in the
world, next to the Germans."16 One cannot but sympathize with
Winston Churchill's double jeopardy confronted by beastly Germans
wantiug to topple his government and beastly Indians requesting
good governance.
Charles Edward Trevelyan, the head of the Treasury during the
Irish famines, who saw not much wrong with British economicpoliq
in Ireland (of which he was in charge), pointed to Irish habits as part
of the explanation of the famines. Chief among the habitual failures
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was the tendency.of the Irish poor to eat only potatoes, which made
them dependent on one crop. Indeed, Trevelyan's view of the causation of the Irish f m e s permitted him to link them with his analysis
of Irish cooking: "There is scarcely a woman of the peasant class in
the West of Ireland whose culinary art exceeds the boiling of a
potato.""l The remark is of interest not just because it is rather rare
for an Englishman to 6nd a suitable occasion for making international criticism of culinary art. Rathe4 the pointing of an accusing
h g e r at the meagerness of the diet of the Irish poor well illustrates
the tendency to blame the victim. The victims, in this view, had
helped themselves to a disastq despite the best efforts of the administration in London to prevent it.
Cultural alienation has to be added to the lack of political incentives (discussed in chapter 6) in explaining British nonaction during
the Irish famines. Famines are, in fact, so easy to prevent that it is
amazing that they are allowed to occur at al:a The sense of distance
between the ruler and the ruled-between "us" and "themm-is a
crucial feature of famines. That distance is as severe in the contemporary famines in Ethiopia, Somalia and Sudan as it was in Ireland
and India under foreign domination in the last century.

PRODUCTION, DIVERSIFICATION A N D G R P W T H

.

I return now to the economics of famine prevention. In preventing
famines, it helps to have a more opulent and growing economy. Economic expansion typically reduces the need for entitlement protection, and also enhances the resources available for providing that
protection. This is a lesson of obvious importance for sub-Saharan
Africa, where the lack of overall economic growth has been a major
underlying source of deprivation. The proneness to famines is much
greater when the population is generally impoverished and when
public h d s are hard to secure.
Attention has to be paid to the need for incentives to generate the
growth of outputs and incomes-including, inter alia, the expansion
of food output. This calls for devising sensible price incentives, but
also for measures to encourage and enhance technical change, skill
formation and productivity-both in agriculture and in other fields.29
While growth of food output is important, the main issue concerns
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overall economic growth, since food is purchasable in the world market. A country can purchase food from abroad if it has the means to
do this (based, say, on industrial production). If, for example, we
compare food production per head in 1993-1995 with that in
1979-1981 in different countries in Asia and Africa, we find a
decfifze of 1.7 percent in South Korea, 12.4 percent in Japan, 33.5
percent in Botswana and 58.0 percent in Singapore. We do not, howeveq observe any growing hunger in these economies, since they also
experienced fast expansion of real income per head through other
means (such as industries or mining), and they happen to be richer
anyway. The sharing of the increased income made the citizens of
these countries more able to secure food than before, despite the
falling f w d output. In contrast, even though there was little or no
dedine in food production per head in economies such as Sudan (7.7
percent mcrease), or Burkina Faso (29.4 percent increrrse), those
economies experienced considerable unfolding of hunger because
of their general poverty and the vulnerable economic entitlements
of many substantial groups. It is essential to focus on the actual
processes through which a person or a family establishes command
over food.
It is often pointed out-rightly4t food output per head has
been falling in sub-Saharan Africa until recently. This is indeed so
and is obviously a matter of concern, and it has implications for
many aspem of public policy, varying from agricultural research to
population control. But, as was noted earlier, the same fact of fa@
food output per head applies to many countries in other regions of
the world as well.,. These countries did not experience famines both
(I) because they achieved relatively high growth rates in other areas
of production, and (2) because the dependence on food output as a
source of income is much less in these countries than in the typical
subSaharan Afriian economy.
The tendency to think of growing more food as the only way of
solving a food problem is strong and tempting, and often it does have
some rationale. But the picture is more complex than that, related to
alternative economic opportunities and the possibilities of international trade. As far as lack of growth is concerned, the major feature
of sub-SaharanAfrica's problems is not the particular lack of growth
in food output as such, but the gensral lack of economic growth dto-
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gether (of which the problem of food output is only one part). The
need for a more diversified production structure is very strong in subSaharan Africa, given the dimatic uncertainties, on the one hand,
and the possibility of expanin other fields of productive activity,
on the other The often-advocated strategy of concentrating exdusively on the expansion of agricultur-d
specifically food cropsis like putting all the eggs in the same basket, and the perils of such a
policy can be great indeed.
It is, of course, unlikely that the dependence of sub-Saharan
Africa on'food production as a source of income can be dramatically
reduced in the short run.But some diversification can be attempted
straightaway, and even the reduction of overdependence on a few
crops can enhance security of incomes. In the long run, for subSaharan Africa to join in the process of economic expansion that has
taken place in much of the rest of the wodd, sources of income and
growth outside food production and even outside agriculture would
have to be more vigorosly sought and used.

'

THE EMPLOYMENT ROUTE AND THE AGENCY ISSUE

Even when the opporm@ties of international trade are absent, how
the total food supply is shared betweai different groups withim the .
country can be crucially important. Famines can be prevented by recreating lost incomes of the potential victims (for example, through
the temporary creation of wage employment in specially devised
public projects), giving them the ability to compete for food in the
market, making the available supply more equally shared. In most
situations in which famines have occurred, a more squal sharing of
food would have prevented starvation (though expanding the food
supply would obviously have made dungs easier). Famine prevention
through employment creation, with or without expanding the total
food availabiity, has been well used in many countries, induding
India, Botswana and Zimbabwe.3'
The employment route also happens to encourage the processes of
trade and commerce, and does not disrupt economic, social and
family lives. The people helped can mostly stay on in their own
homes, close to their economic activities (like farming), so that these
economic operations are not disrupted. The family life too can
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continue in a normal way, rather than people being herded into emergency camps. There is also more social continuity, and, furthermore,
less danger of the spread of infectious diseases, which tend to break
out in the overcrowded camps. In general, the approach of relief
through employment also allows the potential famine victims to be
treated as active agents, rather than as passive recipients of govemmental handouts.3~
Another point to note here (in line with the overall approach of
this book) is the combined uses of different social institutions in thii
process of famine prevention. Public policy here takes the form of
drawing on very different institutional arrangements:
state s#pport in creating income and employment;
operation of private markets for food and labor;
3) reliance on normal commerce and business.
..
The integration of the respective roles of different social institutions-involving the market as well as nonmarket organizations-is
very important for an adequately broad approach to the prevention
of famines, as it is, in fact, for economic development in general.
I)

2)

DEMOCRACY A N D FAMINE PREVENTION

Earlier on in this book I referred to the role of democracy in preventing famiies. The argument related particularly to the political incentives generated by elections, multiparty politics and investigative
journalism. It is certainly true that there has never been a famine in a
functioning multiparty democracy.
Is this observed historical association a causal one, or simply an
accidental occurrence? The possibility that .the connection between
democratic political rights and the absence of famines is a "bogus
correlation" may seem plausible enough when one considers the fact
that the democratic countries are typically also rather rich and thus,
perhaps, immune from famines for other reasons. But the absence of
famines holds even for those democratic countries that happen to be
very poor, such as India, Botswana or Zimbabwe.
Indeed, the democratic poor countries sometimes have had much
larger dedines in the production and supply of food, and also sharper
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collapse of the purchasing power of substantial sections of the population, than some nondemocratic countries. But while the dictatorial
countries had major famines, the democratic ones managed to avert
famines altogether despite the worse food situation. For example,
Botswana had a fad in food production of 17 percent and Zimbabwe
one of 38 percent between 19791981 and 1983-1984, in the same
period in which the food production decline amounted to a relatively
modest I I or I+ percent in Sudan and Ethiopia. But while Sudan and
Ethiopia, with comparatively smaller declines in food output, had
massive famines, Botswana and Zimbabwe had none, and this was
largely due to timely. and extensive famine prevention policies by
these latter countries.33
Had the governments in Botswana and Zimbabwe failed to undertake timely action, they would have been under severe criticism and
pressure from the opposition and would have gotten plenty of flak
from newspapers. In contrast, the Ethiopian and Sudanese governments did not have to reckon with those prospects, and the political
incentives provided by democratic institutions were thoroughly absent in those countries. Famines in Sudan and Ethiopia-nd
in many
other countries in sub-Saharan Africa-were fed by the political immunity enjoyed by governmental leaders in authoritarian countries.
This would seem to apply to the present situation in North Korea as
well.
Indeed, famines are very easy to prevent through regenerating the
lost purchasing power of hard-hit groups, and this can be done
through various programs, induding-as was just discussed-the
creation of emergency employment i n short-term public projects.
Postindependence India has had, on different occasions, very large
dedines in food production and availability, and also quite gigantic
destruction of the economic solvency of large groups of people, and
stiU famines have been prevented through giving the potential famine
victims "entitlementn to food, through wage income in employmentoriented projects and other means. It is obvious that getting more
food into the famine-stricken region helps to alleviate the famine if
the potential famine victims have the economic power to buy the
food, for which too creating income for those without any (or with
very little)is quite crucial. But wen in the absence of any food import
into the region, the creation of income for the destitute people itself
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helps to alleviate hunger through a better sharing of the available
f0od.w
In the 1973 drought in Maharashtra in India, food production
fell so sharply that the per capita food output was half that in subSaharan Africa. ' ~ n yet
d there was no famine in -ashma
(where
five million people were employed in rapidly organized public pmjects), while there were very substantial famines in sub-Saharan
Africa.35 Aside from these intercountry cbntrasts of experiences in
famine prevention, which bring out forcefully the protective role of
democracy, there is also some interesting intertemporal evidence
relating to a country's transition to democracy. For example, India
continued to have famines right up to the time of independence in
1947.The last famine-one of the largest-was the Bengal famine in
the spring and summer of 1943 (which I had the experience of witnessing, in its full rig04 as a nine-year-old boy); it is estimated that
between two million and three million people died in that famine.
Since independence and the installation of a multiparty democratic
system, there has been no substantial famine, even though severe
crop failures and massive loss of purchasing power have occurred
often enough (for example, in 1968,1973,1979 and 1987).
INCENTIVES, INFORMATION A N D
THE PREVENTION O F FAMINES

The causal connection between democracy and the nonoccurrence of
famines is not hard to seek. Famines kill millions of people in different countries in the world, but they don't kill the rulers. The kings
and the presidents, the bureaucrats and the bosses, the military leaders and the commanders never are famine victims. And if there are no
elections, no opposition parties, no scope for uncensored public uiticism, then those in authority don't have to suffer the political wnsequences of their failure to prevent famines. Democracy, on the other
hand, would spread the penalty of famines to the r u b groups and
political leaders as well. This gives them the political incentive to
to prevent any threatening famine, and since famines are in
facteasy to prevent (the economic argument dicka into the political
one at this stage), the approaching famines are M y prevented.
The second issue conmm mfomdon. A free press and the prac-
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tice of democracy contribute greatly to bringing out informationthat
can have an enormous impact on policies for famine prevention (for
example, information about the early effects of droughts and floods
and about the nature and impact of unemployment). The most elementary source of basic information from distant areas about a
threatening famine are enterprising news media, especially when
there are incentiveeprovided by a democratic system-for bringing
out facts that may be embarrassing to the government (facts that an
authoritarian government would tend to censor out). Indeed, I would
argue that a free press and an active political opposition constitute
the best early-warning system a country threatened by famines
can have.
The connection between political rights and economic needs can
be illustrated in the specific context of famine prevention by considering the massive Chinese famines of 19x8-1961. Even before the
recent economic reforms, China had been much more successful than
India in economic development in many significant respects. For
example, the average life expecmncy went up in China much more
than in India, and well before the reforms of 1979 had already come
dose to the high figures that are quoted now (nearly seventy years at
birth). Nevertheless, there was a major failure in China in its inability to prevent famines. The Chinese famines of 19x8-1961 killed, it
is now estimated, close to t h i i million peopl-ten
times more than
even the gigantic 1943 famine in British India.36
The so-called Great Leap Forward initiated in the late 1950s had
been a massive failure, but the Chinese government rehsed to admit
that and continued to pursue dogmatically much the same disastrous
policies for three more years. It is hard to imagine that anything like
this could have happened in a countrythat goes to the polls regularly
and that has an independent press. During that terrible calamity the
government faced no pressure from newspapers, which were controlled, and none from opposition parties, which were absent.
The la& of a free system of news distribution also misled the government itself, fed by its own propaganda and by rosy reports of
local party officials competing for credit in Beijing. Indeed, there is
evidence that just as the famine was moving toward its peak, the Chinese authorities mistakenly believed that they had IOO million more
metric tons of grain than they actually d i i . 3 7
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Jnestingly enough, even Chairman Mao, whose radical hopes
and beliefs had much to do with the initiation of, and official persistence with, the Great Leap Forward, himself identified the
mfonnational role of demmaq, once the heduce was belatedly acknowledged. In 1962, just after the famine had N e d so many millions,
Mao made the following observation, to a gathering of seven thousand cadres:
Without democracy, you have no understanding of what is
happening down below; the situation will be unclear; you will
be unable to collect sufficient opinions from all sides, there can
be no communication between top and bottom; top-level
organs of leadership will depend on one-sided and incorrect
material to decide issues, thus you will h d it di£6cult to avoid
being subjectivist; it will be impossible to achieve unity of
understanding and unity of action, andjmpossible to achieve
true cenuaIisn1.3~
Mao's defense of democracy here is quite limited. Thc focus is eudusively on the informational side-ignoring its incentive role, and also
the intrinsic and constitutive importance of democraq.39 Nevertheless it is extremely interesting that Mao h i i l f acknowledged the
m t to which disastrous official policies were caused by
the informational links that a more democratic system can provide in
aveaing disasters of the kind that China experienced.
PROTECTIVE ROLE OF DEMOCRACY

These issues remain relevant in the contemporary world--even in
economically successful China of today. S i the economic reforms
of 1979, official Chinese pronouncements have provided ple
admission of the importance of economic incentives, without
a similar ackaowledgment of the role of politiarl incentive
things go reasonably well, this permissive role of democracy rmght
not be greatly missed, but as and when big policy mistakes are mad%
that lacuna can be quite disastrous. The significance of the democ:
racy movements in contemporary China has to be judge
hght.
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Another set of examples comes from sub-Saharan Africa, which
has been plagued by persistent famines since the early 1970s. There
are many factors underlying the famiie-proneness of this region,
varying from ecological issues of climatic deterioration-making
crops more uncertain-to the firmly negative effects of persistent
wars and skirmishes. But the typically authoritarian nature of many
of the sub-Saharan Africa polities also has had much to do with causing the frequent famines.40
The nationalist movements were all h l y anticolonial, but not
always steadfastly pro-democratic, and it is only recently that asserting the value of democracy has achieved some political respectability
in many counuies of sub-Saharan Africa. And in this political milieu,
the cold war in the world did not help at all. The United States and
the West were ready to support undemocratic governments if they
were sufficiently anticommunist, and the Soviet Union and China
would support governments inclined to be on their respective sides
no matter how antiegalitarian they might be in their domestic policies. When opposition parties were banned and newspapers suppressed, there were very few international protests.
One must not deny that there were African governments even in
some one-party states that were deeply motivated toward averting
disasters and famines.There are examples of this varying from the
tiny country of Cape Verde to the politically experimental Tanzania.
But quite often the absence of opposition and the suppression of free
newspapers gave the respective governments an immunity from criticism and political pressure that translated into thoroughly insensitive
and callous policies. Famines were often taken for granted, and it
was common to put the blame for the disasters on natural causes and
on the perfidy of other countries. In various ways, Sudan, Somalia,
Ethiopia, several of the Sahel countries and others provide glaring
examples of how badly things can go wrong without the discipline of
opposition parties and the news media.
This is not to deny that famines in these countries were often associated with crop failures. When a crop fails, it not only affects the
food supply, it also destroys the employment and livelihood of a

great miny people. But the occurrence of crop failure is not independent of public policy (such as governmental fixing of relative prices,
or the policy regarding irrigation and agricultural research). Further,
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even with crop failures, a famine can be averted by a careful redistri-

bution policy (iduding that of employment creation). Indeed, as
was discussed earliq democratic countries Like Botswana, or India,
or Zimbabwe, have been entirely successful in preventing famines despite sharp dedines in food output and entitlements of large se&&
of the population, whereas nondemocratic countries have frequently
experienced unpmrented famines despite much more favorable food
situations. It would not be unreasonable to condude that democracy
can be a very positive influence in the pmrention of famines in the
contemporary world.
TRANSPARENCY, SECURITY
AND ASIAN ECONOMIC CRISES

This preventive role of democracy fits well into the demand for what
was called "protective security" in the listiug of different types of
insaumental freedoms. Democratic governance, including. multiparty elections and open media, makes it very likely that some
anangements for basic protective security will be instituted. In fact,
the occurrence of famines is only one example of the protective reach
of democracy. The positive role of political and civil rights applies to
the prevention of economic and social disasters in general.
When things are routinely good and smooth, this instrumental
role of democracy may not be particularly missed. But it comes into
its own when t h i s get fouled up, for one reason or another. And
rhen the political incentives provided by democratic governance
acquire great practical significance. There may be some important
economic as well as political lessons here. Many economic technocrats recommend the use of economic incentives (which the market
system provides) while ignoring political incentives (which democratic systems could guarantee). But economic incentives, important
as they are, are no substitute for political incentives, and the absence
of an adequate system of politicalincentives is a lacuna that cannot
be filled by the operation of economic inducement.
This is an important issue because the danger of insecurity, arising
from changes in the economic or other circumstances or from uncorrected mistakes of policy, can lurk behind what
look very much
like a healthy economy. The recent problems of East Asia and South-
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east Asia bring out, among many other things, the penalty of undemocratic governance. This is so in two strikmg respects, involving
the neglect of two instrumental freedoms that wexe discussed earlier,
viz., -"protective security" (presently under scrutiny) and "transparency guaranteen (important for the provision of security and for
incentives m economic and political agents).
First, the development of the financial crisis in some of these
economies has been closely linked with the lack of transparency in
business, in particular the lack of public participation in reviewing
financial ahd. business arrangements. The absence of an effective
democratic forum has been consequential in this fa*.
The opportunity that would h&e been provided by democratic processes to
challenge the hold of selected families or groups could have made a
big difference.
The discipline of financial r d o m that the International Monetary
Fund tried to impose on the economies in default was, to a considerable extent, l i e d to the lack of openness and disclosure and the
involvement of unscrupulous business linkages that were characteristic in parts of these economies. These characteristics connect strongly
with a system of nontransparent commercial arrangements. When a
depositor places his or her money in a bank there may be some
expectation that it will be used, along with other money, in ways that
would not involve undue risk and could be openly disclosed. This
uust was often violated, w h i i certainly needed changing. I am not
commenting here on whether the W ' s management of the crises
was exactly right, or whether the insistence on immediate reforms
could have been sensibly postponed until financial confidence had
returned in these econ~mies.*~
But no matter how these adjustments
would have been best done, the role of transparency freedom-or
the development of the Asian crises cannot be
rather its absen-in
easily doubted.
The pattern of risk and improper investments could have been
placed under much greater scrutiny if democratic critics were able to
demand that in, say, Indonesia or South Korea. But of course neither
of these countries had the democratic system that would have
allowed such demands to come from outside the government. The
unchallenged power of governance was easily translated into an
unquestioned acceptance of nonaaountability and nontransparency,
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often reinforced by strong family links between the government and
the financial bosses. In the emergence of the economic crises, the
udemocratic nature of the governments played an important part.
Second, once the hancial crisis led to a general economic r k s sion, the protective power of democracy-not unlike that whiih prevents faminesin democratic countries-was badly missed. The newly
dispossessed did not have the hearing they needed.4' A fall of total
gross national product of, say, even 10 percent may not look like
much, if it follows the experience of past economic growth of 5 or 10
percent every year for some decades. And yet that dedine can decimate lives and create misery for millions, if the burden of contraction
is not s h a d together but allowed to be heaped on t h o s c t h e unemployed or those newly made economically redundant--who can least
bear it. The vulnerable in Indonesia may not have missed democracy
when things went up and up, but that very lacuna kept their voice
muffled and ineffective as the unequally sharedaisis developed. The
protective role of democracy is strongly missed when it is most
needed.
CONCLUDING R E M A R K S

The challenge of development indudes both the elimination of persistent, endemic deprivation and the prevention of sudden, severe
destitution. However, the respective demands on institutions and
policies of the two can be distinct and even dissimilar. Success in one
field may not guarantee success in the othec For example, consider
the comparative performances of C h i and India over the last half
century. It is dear that China has been much more successful than
India in raising life expectancy and reducing mortality. Indeed, its
superior performance goes back to well before.theeconomic reforms
of 1979. (China's overall progress in d a n c i n g life expectancy has
been, in fact, rather slower in the post-reform period than in the prereform stretch.) While India is a rather more diverse counuy than is
China, and there are parts of India (such as Kerala) in which life
expxancy has risen considerably faster than in China, nevertheless
for the two countries as a whole the comparison of general increase
in life expectancy is entirely in favor of China. And yet China also
had (as was discussed earlier in this chapter) the largest recorded
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famine in history, when thirty million people perished in the famines
that followed the f a i i e of the Great Leap Forward, during 19581961. In contrast, India has not had a famine since independence.
The prevention of h i e s and other disastrous crises is a somewhat
different discipline from that of overall increase in average life
expectancy and other achievements.
Inequality has an important role in the development of famines
and other severe crises. Indeed, the absence of democracy is in itself
an inequality-in this case of political rights and powers. But more
than that, famines and other crises thrive on the basis of severe and
sometimes suddenly increased inequality. This is illustrated by the fact
that famines can occur even without a large--or any-diminution of
total f w d supply, because some groups may suffer an abrupt loss of
market power (through,for example, sudden and massive unemployment), with starvation resulting from this new inequality.43
Similar issues arise in understanding the nature of economic
crises, such as the recent ones in East and Southeast Asia. Take, for
example, the crises in Indonesia, in Thailand, and earlier on, even in
South Korea. It may be wondered why should it be so disastrous to
have, say, a 5 or 10percent fall in gross national product in one year
when the country in question has been growing at 5 or 10percent per
year for decades. Indeed, at the aggregate level this is not quintessentially a disastrous situation. And yet, if that 5 or 10percent dedine is
not shared evenly by the population, and if it is heaped instead
largely on the poorest pact of the population, then that group may
have very little income left (no matter what the overall growth performance might have been in the past). Such general economic crises,
like famines, thrive on the basis of the Devil taking the hiridmost.
This is partly why arrangement for "protective securitf' in the form
of social safety nets is such an important instrumental freedom (as
discussed in chapter z) and why political freedoms in the form of participatory opportunities as well as civil rights and liberties are ultimately crucial even for economic rights and for survival (as discussed
in chapter 6 and earlier in this chapter).
The issue of inequality is, of course, important also in the continuation of endemic poverty. But here too the nature of-and causal
influences on-inequality may differ somewhat between the problem of persistent deprivation and that of sudden destitution. For
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example, the fact that South Korea has had economic growth with
relatively egalitarian income distribution has been extensively-and
right1y-recognized.u This, however, was no guarantee of equitable
attention in a crisis situation in the absence of democratic politics. In
particular, it did not place in position any regular social safety net, or
any rapidly mponding sysnm with compensatory protection. The
emergence of fresh inequality and unchallenged destitution can coexist with a previous experience of "growth with equity" (as it was
often called).
This chapter has been mainly concerned with the problem of
averting famines and preventing calamitous crises. This is one importam part of the process of developmentas freedom, for it involves the
enhamanent of h e security and protection that the citizens enjoy.
The wnneaion is both constitutive and instrumental. First, protection against starvation, epidemics, and severe and sudden deprivaof the opportunity to live s m e l y and
tion is i d an &cement
well. Thc prevention of devastating crises is, in this sense, pact and
parccl of the freedom that people have reason to value. Second, the
process of preventing famines and other crises is sigdkandy helped
by the use of instrumental freedoms, such as the oppormnity of open
discussion, public scrutiny, electoral politics, and uncensored media.
For example, the open and oppositional politics of a democratic
counny tends to force any government in office to take timely and
e h k i v e steps to prevent famiis, in a way that did not happen in the
case of famines under nondemocratic ~~~bether in
China, Cambodia, Ethiopia or Somalia (as in the past), or in North
Korea or Sudan (as is happening today). Development has many
aspects, and they call for adequately differentiated a n a l p s and
scrutiny.

WOMEN'S AGENCY
AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Mary Wollstonecraft's classic book A Vindiwtion of the Rights of
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Woman, published in 1792,had various distinct claims within the
general program of "vindication" that she outlined. The rights
she spoke aboutinduded not only some that particularly related to
the well-being of women (and the entitlements that were directly
geared to promote that well-being), but also rights that were aimed
mainly at the free agency of women.
Both these features figure in the agenda of women's movements
today, but it is, I think, fair to say that the agency aspects are beginning to receive some attention at last, in contra.st to the earlier
exclusive wncentration on well-being aspects. Not long ago, the
tasks these movements faced primarily iniolvedworking to achieve
better treatment for women-+ squarer deal. The concentration was
mainly on women's well-being-and it was a much needed corrective. The objectives have, however, gradually evolved and broadened
h m this *welfaristn focus to incorpora-nd
emphasize-the active role of women's agmcy. No longer the passive recipients of
welfare-enhancing help, women are increasingly seen, by men as
well as women, as active agents of change: the dynamic promoters
of social transformations that can alter the lives of both women and

men:

